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Introduction
The European Road Network is accountable
for the loss of more than €8billion worth of
stolen goods every single year. Once vehicles
and their cargos leave the relative safety of the
depot, you are relinquishing control of your
assets, losing visibility and traceability of your
goods.
If you are transporting high value or
sensitive loads the security of your fleet and
the integrity of the goods you move are
paramount. Load values can run into mutlimillions, yet often the most stringent security
precaution remains a plastic seal or a simple
padlock, systems that may not even be
correctly administered and almost certainly
can be bypassed in seconds; whilst proving
information about where and when the loss
occurred is almost impossible.

Insight IQ, from Maple Fleet Services
changes all of this, placing control firmly
back in the hands of the operator. Insight
IQ brings together the most robust vehicle
locking systems, remote access control and
accountability, enabling you to identify who,
when and where your vehicles load has been
breached.

...the most robust vehicle
locking systems, remote access
control and accountability...
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Remote Access Control
Insight IQ provides operators with the ultimate
load protection security system. With just the click
of a button it allows you to remotely lockdown
your vehicle once it is ready for departure, from
anywhere in the world.

Real time status reports and delivery notifications
can be set using the Insight IQ software – thus
providing reassurance throughout the journey
that your load is safe and secure.

This means that even authorised personnel, who
hold an active keyfob (for the Maple Security
system), such as drivers or supervisors will be
unable to gain access to the load area once it has
been sealed and placed in to lockdown. Once your
vehicle has arrived at it’s destination, an operator
can cross check its arrival at the correct location
via the insight IQ software and enable access to
authorised personnel once more.

•
•
•
•

Remotely lockdown vehicle
Prevent unauthorised access
Real time delivery notifications
Door status reports
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Accountability For Goods
In Transit
It is inherently difficult to identify and prove when
and where the loss of goods occurs. It can leave
questions unanswered, was the vehicle locked?
was it sealed? what was the seal number? who
was the last person to access the vehicle, when
and where? With Insight IQ all of this ambiguity
simply disappears.
Every single door activity is logged with a date
and time stamp. When the door was opened,
when it was closed, full seal number logs, who
unlocked the doors, when and even where – no
uncertainty, no grey areas, just fact.
So sophisticated and so reliable is the IQ system
that it has even been used as evidence to prove
collusion by the Crown Prosecution Service.

•
•
•
•

Access Reports: Who, when & where
Time stamped door activity
Operational Transparency
Traceability & Accountability

no uncertainty, no grey areas,
just fact.
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Physical Security
When you select Maple Fleet Services for
commercial vehicle security you are opting for a
manufacturer with more than 40 years experience
of providing industry leading locking solutions.
Strong, robust with a tried and tested design,
our range of locking solutions are suitable for
almost any vehicle; From shutter door to barn
door, panel van to rigid vehicles and trailers – our
sophisticated locking applications are designed to
meet the harsh operating environment of the road
transport industry.

•
•
•
•

Lock, seal & access control
Intelligent security
Ultimate goods in transit security
Delete & issue new keys

In addition to a physically robust locking system
Maple Insight IQ also enables operators to create
their own access control platform. Each driver
can have their own individual keyfob which may
access individual or whole groups of vehicles;
Operators can even opt to restrict certain activity,
for example an individual may be able to lock or
seal a vehicle but not unlock; Whilst lost or stolen
keyfobs can be removed and rendered useless in
just a few moments.

Maple Insight IQ is a
complete goods in
transit security solution
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Emergency Access
Maple Insight IQ has been developed and refined
over a period of more than 10 years. We have
worked closely with key industry figures to
develop a system that meets with their exacting
requirements.

Maple Insight IQ is a complete goods in transit
security solution, combing fundamental
requirements such as physical security and
tamper-proof seals whilst providing seamless
remote, access control functionality.

We understand the implications of late or missed
deliveries and the importance of accessing your
load the moment it’s required. That’s why Insight
IQ has an Emergency Access feature incorporated
into the system. In the event a GSM or GPS signal
is not available or a keyfob has been lost, stolen
or locked inside the vehicle, access can be gained
by entering a secure, one-time use emergency
access code.

If you transport high value or high risk goods,
now is the time to improve your vehicles IQ.

•
•
•
•

Emergency access to load area
Enable access without signal
PIN number access
Enable access if keys lost
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